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Category: Layer 0/1 Protocol

AVAX/USD: $72.10

BTC/AVAX: .00182

https://www.avax.network/

Avalanche Block Explorer

Consensus Mechanism: 

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) 
Validator Selection Mechanism:  
Proof-of-Stake

Staking Yield: 9% APR

Circulating Token Supply: 

268.6M AVAX

Locked Token Supply: 

145M AVAX

Fully Diluted Tokens: 

395,891,290 AVAX

US$ Circulating Market Cap: 
$19.4Bn

Crypto Market Cap Rank #: 10

PM Notes: 

1. We see 39% upside in Base Case target of $100 using a trailing, 
but extremely cheap trailing network value to transaction (NVT) 
multiple of 1x. 

2. Our Bull Case, still without multiple expansion, gets us to $136 or 
88% upside, while downside risk from competitive pressure and 
developer flops limit us to $72 for no upside.  

3. Re-rating is on the table but not in our numbers. Ethereum trades 
at 49x NVT, adjust your model accordingly if you think AVAX truly 
is an ETH killer.  

4. The battle is on between Avalanche and Solana to capture 
share in GameFi. We think gaming is the gateway to true 
decentralization and the place where “fast” and “cheap” provide 
real product market fit. Both are winners, but we see bigger share 
for AVAX. 

5. AVAX has asked (with money), and developers have answered 
(with projects). A new $290M (4M AVAX) incentive program 
was recently kicked off to build out projects and attract new 
developers. $10.38Bn total value locked (TVL) also ranks in top 4 
in DeFi…people are voting with their crypto. 

6. Can I bridge it? Yes you can! We see $30Bn+ careening through 
Avalanche’s network daily. We attribute the Avalanche bridge as 
a main driver of activity. It is the second largest Ethereum bridge, 
with TVL at $4.6Bn which allows for the movement of assets 
between the two protocols. We also credit the launch of Aave’s 
(AAVE) borrow/lend capabilities on Avalanche in October 2021 
which made Avalanche Aave’s largest market after Ethereum.  

7. The Avalanche team is partnering with Wildlife Studios, one of 
the 10 largest mobile game developers in the world, to launch 
their own subnet on Avalanche. They’re already integrating 
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custom tokens and NFTs to Castle Crunch, a game with 1M users, to the network. We see huge upside as 
more chips fall and other large developers in the gaming ecosystem move to the protocol to integrate similar 
functionality. 

Model Assumptions

To reach our forward estimate of circulating supply, we assume that only newly minted tokens serve as validator 
rewards. Staking rewards are not generated via fees since 100% of network fees are burned. We estimate the 
inflation rate to be 31.4% in year 1 and 23.88% in year 2 solely as a result of network staking and projecting 
circulating supply increases. We also consider an initial reward to project founders, creators, and other close 
parties – the genesis reward of 320M AVAX – to vest at 14% year over year (YoY) and include this in the circulating 
supply over time according to the vesting schedule.

Given the nascent trading histories of Layer 1 blockchains, we feel that it was conservative to only focus on the 
drivers of transaction value growth and token supply to derive our price targets without adjusting the NVT multiple 
even though we recognize, particularly in the case of AVAX, that its NVT is relatively cheap compared to our growth 
assumptions. 

Fully diluted market caps are also used for comparison purposes, but we drive our price targets from a forward 
estimate of circulating value in order to be consistent with both token supply and user demand assumptions within 
a three year time frame. For adjusted circulating supply, we incorporate validator fees, burned fees, and projected 
burned fees in our analysis as well as vesting schedules over time where applicable. Supply inflation rates are 
considered including issuance rates based on current and projected staking rates.

We see incredible potential in AVAX. Avalanche provides a functional backbone while hosting a rich, developing 
ecosystem, a scalable model to onboard millions of users in the future with advanced primitives to enable any 
decentralized application (dApp) to transact swiftly with an expanding ecosystem of applications from gaming, 
decentralized finance (DeFi), non-fungible tokens (NFTs), institutional onramps, and payment infrastructure. 
Avalanche has elevated the layer 1 competition for fast on-chain settlement to sub 1 second, aka time to finality. It 
shows in the numbers.

INVESTMENT THESIS

NVT = Market Capitalization ($)/Transaction Volume ($); Avalanche Mkt Cap ≈$19.39Bn

 

(Figure 1) Comparable L1s – NVT Multiples; Source: Coin Metrics, CoinMarketCap, Osprey Funds; Tx = Transaction, FD = Fully Diluted
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Base Case – $100: We assume transaction value growth of 60% a year over the next three years implies $100 
AVAX price using a highly discounted current NVT of 1x. Compare ETH at ~49x and should AVAX transition from 
a speculative to established ecosystem, the 50x valuation gap is sure to close, making our targets look ultra-
conservative.  

The ecosystem is growing quickly and attracting high level gaming developers and institutions due in part due to 
Avalanche’s recently launched incentive funds to attract developers. Developers are building and staying when 
they see dApp performance. We view this as bullish for the protocol and signals that the market is undervaluing 
economic activity taking place on the chain. Our major drivers for growth are: 

1. Developer base, and users, will grow due to subnets - Developers will flock to Avalanche, especially for 
gaming, as subnets provide a faster experience for end users where millisecond latency matters. As 
developer numbers grow, so will dApp offerings and user base. Project creators can fully customize the 
mechanics and scale networks to millions of users. Subnets are in the beginning phases / use cases and can 
scale multiple sub-networks in parallel without implications from a speed perspective since they ringfence 
traffic from the main network. They create a scale-by-unit model by localizing traffic to keep congestion on 
the mainnet to a minimum for smaller use cases. New games like Crabada and DeFi Kingdom that have 
moved to subnets and future applications for DeFi, privacy and storage are all potential candidates for their 
own. 

Crabada is a play-to-earn game that expects users to also save on 85% of the costs simply by moving off 
the main chain. This leaves essentially unlimited slack in the uptake of the subnets since each one is able to 
process 4500+ TPS. New incentive programs like Avalanche’s recent $290M Multiverse program dedicated 
to growing the ecosystem and bolstering the growth of subnets will also spark continued growth in an already 
quickly expanding ecosystem.

2. GameFi – We view Solana and Avalanche as layer 1 competitors in the GameFi space, as Avalanche 
grows with the market with a fast, cheap and customizable network at its base. The GameFi pie is large and 
growing. Estimates project the total addressable market (TAM) for gaming at $335Bn over the next five years. 
In our base scenario, we believe Avalanche can capture similar value to its layer 1 competitor, Solana, over 
the next three years. The Avalanche team is partnering with Wildlife Studios, one of the 10 largest mobile 
game developers in the world, to launch their own subnet on Avalanche. Castle Crush will be the first Wildlife 
game to integrate Avalanche-based NFTs and tokens in June that can be earned, minted, traded, etc. The 
game already has 1M monthly players and is part of the $290M Avalanche Multiverse effort in addition to 
many other games.

3. Institutionalizing DeFi Liquidity – Ava Labs, core developers of the network, are partnering with organizations 
like Golden Tree Asset Management and Jump Crypto to build an institutional-focused DeFi ecosystem that 
will utilize Avalanche subnets. The solution will also include know your customer (KYC) rules to make the 
offering more institutional friendly. If Avalanche can attract larger pools of capital to the protocol, economic 
value that reflects in demand for the network’s token should follow. Also BENQI, the first Avalanche dApp 
to reach $1Bn in TVL, was launched as a liquidity protocol for lending, borrowing and earning. It has seen 
tremendous growth since 2021 and is now at $2.2Bn in TVL. These are promising developments that we 
believe set the stage for strong future demand. 

Bull Case – $136: We see 88% upside in a more bullish scenario where transactions are growing at a faster clip of 
100% YoY with a network value to transaction multiple of 1x, we see $136 as plausible. In this scenario, Avalanche 
becomes the de facto choice for institutional DeFi liquidity and play-to-earn games. In this case the GameFi market 
also grows more than expected by surpassing its expected TAM. The protocol becomes a stronghold for capital 
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allocation. Successful subnet projects are plentiful and scale in parallel. Large gaming houses like Wildlife Studios 
and other significant application developers are attracted to the protocol and rely on Avalanche to build many of 
their new projects, or even port other successful applications to the protocol.

Bear Case – $72: We see no upside at a price of $72 in the bear case without multiple expansion, as network 
growth could slow over the next three years as Solana and other layer 1s capture additional market share edging 
out Avalanche as a strong layer 1 contender. In this scenario, transaction growth slows to 30% YoY and we see 
the protocol failing to attract a critical mass of projects, especially in the subnet space. Projects may have trouble 
attracting validators to their larger projects to support custom networks. Growth is hindered as a result and will 
directly affect the amount of $USD transacted at the base layer, and ultimately the network value. 

Considerations

All cases consider that 100% of fees are burned for every transaction and for other types of network activity such 
as launches of a new blockchains within the ecosystem (see subnet discussion below). 100% burn of transaction 
fees is specific to Avalanche and works to balance the network’s circulating supply since the network is net 
inflationary, which we’ve projected to be 31.4% next year and 23.9% the following year.

We’ve also factored in the genesis release and vesting periods for the initial release of 320M AVAX to original 
network participants, including founders, investors, public sales and foundations specific to the support of the 
Avalanche ecosystem over the long term. Staking rewards were projected over time and factored in as they are the 
only source of new token supply for the protocol. This is also a trait unique to the network from a supply perspective 
considering all fees are burned and not distributed to validators like in other networks, such as Ethereum.

(Figure 2) AVAX Projected Burned Fees; Source: Avascan, Osprey Funds

AVAX Projected Burned Fees
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DEEP DIVE: AN INITIATION ON AVALANCHE 

Let’s Dive In 

Ease of development and deployment for builders of new projects on Avalanche is competitive amongst other layer 
1s. Avalanche uses an instance of Ethereum’s virtual machine (EVM) to run DeFi chain activity. It provides the best 
of both worlds, as developers can jump in and create new dApps with the Ethereum-compatible smart contract 
language, Solidity, while taking advantage of AVAX’s specific primitives which speed transaction throughput and 
bifurcate the chain into scalable parts. Deployment of subnets and new ecosystems is a process that takes under 
ten minutes so developers can spend more time on the functionality of the application they’re building. While the 
chain competes for developers in the space, over time it is very feasible that more developers will migrate from 
Ethereum and other layer 1s to build on Avalanche with its subnet functionality, gaming, and institutional focus. The 
growth of the dApp ecosystem is already strong and shows a rotation into building on the protocol – growth in the 
number of on-chain transactions has shown a 360x increase and has breached 1M per day. This is an average of 
80-90% of Ethereum’s count over the last few months.

The Genesis

On September 21st Avalanche’s official mainnet was launched. The network released 360m tokens at launch, 
however slightly over 1/3 of the supply will continue to vest over time until the latter half of 2030. There are currently 
only 266m in circulation with an ultimate capped supply of 720m and the remainder to be released mostly over the 
next two decades. The genesis release of the 360M AVAX network supply went to the Avalanche Foundation, team 
members, community, development uses, and public / private sales. The founders and team members building the 
chain have voluntarily locked their assets for four years after mainnet launch which aligns the protocol growth to 
the original developers over a longer time horizon. The Avalanche Foundation earmarked supply from the genesis 
release vests over 10 years which also aligns incentives in the long term to boost community initiatives.

(Figure 3) AVAX Genesis Vesting – 2022 to 2024; Source: Avascan, Osprey Funds

AVAX Genesis Vesting - 2022 to 2024
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Subnets At Scale

Subnets are an entirely new primitive specific to the Avalanche ecosystem. Subnets are application-specific chains 
that ringfence traffic. As projects grow, they can be offloaded from the main protocol to a dedicated subnet to 
ring-fence traffic from the wider network, lowering fees and transaction times. They create a scale-by-unit model 
by localizing traffic to keep congestion on the mainnet to a minimum for smaller use cases. Larger projects can 
completely customize their chain with its own validator network, virtual machine, tokens, monetary system, privacy, 
and other settings. 

Subnets are a group of validators that focus on consensus for a particular sub-chain in the overall Avalanche 
network. They are primitives in the Avalanche ecosystem that allow for the creation of sub-blockchains. It 
differentiates itself from other layer 1 network architectures by allowing validators to focus on specific applications. 
These sub-nets are a bit like layer 2 chains in the Ethereum world (think Arbitrum and Optimism) but instead of 
offloading traffic on the main network with separate validators, they create separate sub-networks branched off of 
the main chain. A validator must validate the main network but can also choose to opt into validating a particular 
subnet.

Speed at scale is the ultimate result for the protocol which is something that other layer 1s may find challenging 
as they continue to grow their user bases to Web2-type levels in the future (i.e. hundreds of millions of users). 
Avalanche decreases friction for developers so subnets can be deployed quickly. Fast deployment time for entirely 
new ecosystems allow creators to focus on individual tokenomics, custom network primitives, incentives and user 
growth as opposed to nuanced development. 

Ethereum layer 2 functionality is not inherently built into the base-layer protocol for ease of creation once layer 2 
limits are reached. Ethereum layer 2 chains will eventually become congested if the Ethereum ecosystem continues 
to grow since the same layer 1 congestion limits apply. Avalanche plans for this type of organic growth by allowing 
subnets with different groups of validators to focus on processing activity for individual chains. 

Validators are dedicated to achieving consensus on each sub-chain reducing congestion on the overall DeFi 
C-Chain. This architecture can continuously scale, creating a scale-by-unit model and processing network activity 
in parallel as more subnets come online. Each subnet of validators also has control over the membership at the 
time of sub-chain creation, so validators performing the consensus can be tailored/admitted to the group for each 
use case while also selectivity opting in to validate specific subnets.

Private sub-nets can also be created that don’t broadcast public contents of a specific blockchain or transactions to 
other nodes. While there are blockchains that specifically address privacy, Avalanche includes an optional solution 
core to the protocol to address the issue, perhaps even taking market share from networks built as a privacy-first 
protocol. 

Apps for the Future

One popular application on the network currently is a play-to-earn and completely decentralized game called 
Crabada, a treasure-lootin’ experience where gamers play as a crab and try to avoid laser attacks and rockets fired 
their way. Save your crabcakes because you can count on gameplay to be as realistic as it gets on the ocean floor. 
Crabada has recently moved to its own subnet and off the main chain, which directly lowers network fees for all. 
This is a good example of an application currently consuming 16% of network gas to move to its own subnet and 
offload the burden from the mainnet. 
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Crabada users will pay much lower transactional fees since it will exist as its own blockchain within the Avalanche 
ecosystem supported by dedicated validators. The team is targeting a 85% reduction in operational costs for 
players in the ecosystem. It also affects the main Avalanche chain by lowering fees for anyone not using the 
Crabada application and decreasing congestion on the mainnet. It’s a great example of subnet usage in action 
simultaneously benefitting the wider network and the individual dApp.

Big News for Everyone

Avalanche is also partnering with one of the 10 largest mobile game developers in the world, Wildlife Studios, to 
launch their own subnet on Avalanche. Castle Crush will be the first Wildlife game to integrate Avalanche-based 
NFTs and tokens in June that can be earned, minted, traded, etc. The game already has 1M monthly players and is 
part of the $290M Avalanche Multiverse effort to jumpstart the subnet ecosystem. While subnets are not for every 
project, they will provide a large benefit initially to larger projects to retain network speed while not affecting the 
wider Avalanche network. It is all about keeping the transactional flow moving, little to no friction, low fees, and the 
network stable. Subnets should disappear into the background while providing these simple but critical benefits that 
will allow large projects to scale their user bases quickly and exponentially.

BENQI, as mentioned in our investment thesis, is the first Avalanche dApp to reach $1Bn in TVL, was launched 
as a liquidity protocol for lending, borrowing and earning. It has seen tremendous growth since 2021 and is now at 
$1.5Bn in TVL.

Separately Ava Labs, core developers of the network, are partnering with organizations like Golden Tree Asset 
Management, and Jump Crypto to build an institutional focused DeFi ecosystem using Avalanche subnets.

Trader Joe is the most popular decentralized exchange (DEX) on the network and is responsible, along with 
Crabada, with much of the network activity that currently takes place on Avalanche. Trader Joe’s closest competitor 
to an on-chain DEX is Pangolin, but it only makes up 10% of trading volume.

Something for All Occasions

Avalanche network is divided into three separate chains that are interconnected and each serve a specific purpose 
by splitting the types of transactions they process. Each chain is specialized to perform specific purposes and is 
built with the function in mind. This makes each specialization faster than a one-size-fits-all processing model seen 
on other chains like Ethereum, an important differentiator. 

The C-Chain, which is by far the largest chain in the ecosystem by transactional activity, provides the ability 
to generate smart contracts by running an instance of Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Unique addresses on 
C-Chain has grown just slightly… at 80x YoY. C-chain transaction counts have increased about 77x since August 
2021 and has been on a consistent uptrend. This chain is the DeFi-specfic world in the Avalanche ecosystem – 
you can also interact with it via Defi wallets that support Ethereum. The C-Chain is also a wider example of how 
competing layer 1s to Ethereum are integrating EVM compatibility to migrate other DeFi users to their own chain

The network’s bridge to Ethereum also totals ~$4.6Bn and ranks as the second largest Eth bridge. 95% of assets 
locked are wrapped ETH, wrapped BTC, and $USD stablecoins to facilitate DeFi activity on the C-Chain. Curve 
and Aave’s protocols also contributes to market making, borrowing and lending activity on the network and are a 
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large driver of activity.

The P-Chain contains all metadata, serves as the consensus coordinator for validators and remains the source to 
create additional blockchains on Avalanche. Think of this chain as the network quarterback, except it won’t retire 
and then unretire. The X-Chain contains all transactions having to do with sending and receiving funds and the 
creation of digital assets –  
it provides basic but critical functionality. The difference is that it has fixed network fees, unlike the DeFi-based 
C chain where transaction fees vary depending on network congestion and has a very transaction-specific 
architecture.  

Smashing Node Barriers

The network provides an easy validator onramp to the network. Validators don’t have nearly as high upfront 
hardware costs as other layer 1 networks. Barriers to entry to support the network are much lower than competing 
layer 1s and provide a higher APR of 9%. A computer with outlined specifications is likely sitting in many people’s 
homes today, including home internet connections that meet the required throughput for interacting with the 
network. While hardware requirements are low, staking requirements for validators may be a prohibitive factor 
to host a full node since 2000 AVAX (~$144k) is currently required for running a validating. 2000 AVAX + low 
hardware costs, however, is still a desirable setup for individuals or organizations seeking to become network 
validator.

A node becomes a validator by making a single transaction from a wallet. Once the transaction is made, other 
wallets on the network can delegate to that node for staking. Delegating to other validators is still the most popular 
way for individuals to support the network and still earn around 9% APR. Delegating only requires a minimum of 25 
AVAX (~$1800), a much more palatable figure while comparing the upfront cost of token lockup to host a full node. 

Let’s All Agree

Avalanche’s network consensus mechanism, Snowball, samples the network quickly for the majority preference 
amongst validators to agree on transactional activity. The sampling is random. Once the nodes are sufficiently 
confident, then they reach a decision. This is a quick way of doing things compared to other layer 1s, achieving the 
same results and allows an advantage of polling the wider network to come to a faster agreement. Time to finality 
checks in at under a second, so there is no waiting for settlement of on-chain value – critical clarity on agreement 

(Figure 4) C-Chain Transaction Growth; Source: Avascan

C-Chain Transaction Growth
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of what was sent, received, etc. is a simple concept but in the early days of blockchain development when fighting 
for market share, it is a welcomed feature. 

Under the Hood

Avalanche also runs Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) for compatibility purposes with any application from 
Ethereum’s ecosystem. Implementing EVM into the protocol or including EVM compatibility is a wider strategy 
among layer 1s. It benefits alternative protocols rather than Ethereum since it enables DeFi activity to migrate 
to other ecosystems and allows for Ethereum developers who are familiar with Substrate to continue to develop 
dApps on an alternative chain. In these early years of platform dominance, it is a tool that benefits layer 1s to 
attract users, developers and community.

The Driving Force

Ava Labs is an organization that was established to support Avalanche’s development before its launch. It has 
grown to over 100 individuals across engineering, marketing, operations, and design to support the ecosystem. 
The founders include Emin Gün Sirer, an associate professor of computer science from Cornell who focused on 
peer-to-peer systems. Advisors of Ava Labs include Maureen O’Hara, a professor of Finance from Cornell, and 
Adam Kravetz who has extensive COO experience across the finance industry. 

Avalanche Risk

Validator concentration could be a risk by provider – 65% of validators use Amazon Web Services as a provider 
for hardware so if there is a global outage, more than 3/5ths of the network consensus mechanism could be 
interrupted (i.e. finalization of transactions, sends, receives). We don’t necessarily think this is something to keep 
you awake at night – many major internet services are built on AWS, so it wouldn’t just be Avalanche’s problem 
if this happened. Other things to consider for blockchain developers using subnets is how to attract validators 
to a subnet. Each new blockchain will require validators specific to that chain. Incentives from the team building 
the new chain will be needed to attract validators to their subnet with AVAX and/or in the blockchain’s token. It is 
an added layer for builders and users of Avalanche subnets to consider that is not necessarily a consideration if 
building on other layer 1 networks. 

As more audacious projects are launched on Avalanche, the network could be adversely affected in unintended 
ways. Due to the recent launch of the second most popular DEX on the protocol, a surge of activity triggered a 
network bug which and caused activity to grind to a halt. A fixed was subsequently published but users should be 
aware that similar issues could occur as Avalanche continues to scale and build for the future. 
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